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Playstation 5 release date confirmed

Sony's PlayStation has been part of gaming and entertainment life for a quarter of a century, and the first units in 1994 arrived in lounges and bedrooms around the world. Of course, the console has since undergone many changes and times – the latest release of the popular console was PS4, which was launched in 2013, when the PS4
Slim and PS4 Pro variants joined the PlayStation family in 2016. But almost seven years after the PS4, it's no surprise that gaming fans could barely have their excitement for a brand new console outlook for 2020, the much-anticipated PS5, which is finally on top of us. But what we know about the brand new PlayStation is when it will be
available in the UK and when it has come out around the world, how much it will cost and what games can expect to be available in the coming months. There are two PS5 consoles: the PS5 with a 4K Blu-ray disc drive and a drive-less PS5 Digital Edition- much like Xbox makes with Xbox Series X and S. PS5 pre-orders also now open in
the UK, although the stock has flown off the shelves (or is that bags?) so quickly looking out of stock in many places. More is expected on November 19th here, but they will only be online. Amazon seems to be the first to approve the new stock saying they will have more to sell at noon on November 19. They also mentioned that stocks
are limited, so if you plan to try to get one, prepare to be part of yet another mad rush. All considered, the PS5 is a real crowd pleaser with features like 4K games, ray tracking, 3D audio and the biggest controller update yet – although reportedly only set for the last five years, this may be the most exciting console in a generation yet.
Below, we share everything we know so far about the PS5 UK release date, price, approved games, specs and overall PS5 console design. PS5 release date: When does the PlayStation 5 go to the UK? November 19th. Approved in the case of the PlayStation 5 Showcase, the new console may be yours on November 19th. Surprisingly
though, many other major markets got it earlier on November 12th. We don't know why there is a delay here in the UK, but at least it's not too much longer to wait/be jealous of our gaming friends across the pond. The PlayStation 5 cost the First PlayStation retail for £299, the PS3 for £425 and the PS4 for £350. It seems that the last
console dipped to suit the market, but with inflation and all the new custom hardware updates, the PS5 will likely cost more. The PlayStation 5 costs £449.99 in the UK and $499 in the US. The PS5 Digital Edition costs less £349.99/$399.99. Microsoft's version of this, xbox series S stretches to £249 - quite a difference. Pre-orders started
on September 17 at selected retailers and ent as fast as expected. How to pre-order PS5 pre-orders opened at selected retailers from 9 am on September 17. On time. Second wave wave 25 September sold out just as quickly when many websites have problems matching demand because they have been sold. However, it is worrying
that certain European sites report that even if you have managed to pre-order the console, you can get it on the day of release. GameStop.IE is one of those who say they don't get as many consoles as they expected, and some who had hoped to have a PlayStation 5 on November 19 should not expect to get their hands on one until early
2021. While more consoles are due on November 19, Sony has confirmed that they will only be online after the lockout that England is currently placed on. PS5 pre-orders will be available as early as tomorrow at selected retailers.— PlayStation (@PlayStation) September 16, 2020 Pre-order PS5 accessories As well as PS5 console
accessories sold. There is a DualSense controller, Pulse 3D headset or Media Remote. DualSense Controller Amazon - £59.00 GAME - £59.99 Very - £59.99 Smyths Toys - £59.99 DualSense Charging Station Amazon - £59.99 24.99 from Shares In Great - £24.99 Smyths Toys - £24.99 from Shares in HD Camera Amazon - £49.99
GAME - £49.99 99 Very - £49.99 Smyths Toys - £49.99 PS5 Media Remote GAME £24.99 Very£24.99 Smyths Toys - £24.99 £24.99 Pulse 3D Headphones Amazon - no GAME - no Very - £89.99 Smyths Toys - £89.99 What is the official PS5 logo? Sony revealed the CES 2020 logo, which was greeted with mixed reactions... It remains
under what playstation has gone with before though: simple white lines. PS5 Design: What does the PlayStation 5 look like? The PlayStation 5 design was unveiled on June 11 for the PS5 event. Although we already knew what to expect for the widget, the console itself has not yet been revealed. Two consoles were published, one with
an Ultra HD Blu-ray disc drive and a Digital Edition without a disc drive. The two have minor differences, but overall, the Playstation blog says Sony aims for a console that is bold, stunning, and unlike any previous generation of PlayStation.# It is also big, much larger than many had hoped, and one of the main questions is why it is such a
huge console. It turns out that the reason why it is so large is because of the large fan that is inside to stop it from overheating, so at least the reason for its scale is good. The PS5 is a sleek monochrome design that is actually not very similar to the PlayStations that came before it. For more detailed comparisons, take a look at our guide
to PS5 vs PS4. As for what is inside, and we don't recommend opening it up for ourselves to look at when it arrives, but people over at PlayStation have done the fact that you don't need to be with this handy video. PlayStation 5 specifications and features When lead system architect Mark Cerny gave an interview with Wired magazine in
April 2019, the world began to discover a little more about the next generation of PlayStation, which for four years. Although the exact capabilities of the new device were difficult at the time, the article made it clear that Sony users would fundamentally change the gaming experience - a real step away from PS4 or Slim and Pro cousins.
Since then, full PS5 specifications have been approved: The console will have an 8-core, 16-thread CPU. Graphics will work on a custom AMD GPU. The new console will have a custom 825GB SSD storage. The optical drive will run on 4K Blu-ray discs. It is expected that the PS5 will have an updated user interface Widget will have
adaptive triggers and haptic feedback to make the game experience more immersive. The memory interface will be 16GB GDDR6 / 256 bit Memory bandwidth will be 448GB / s IO bandwidth will be 5.5GB / s (green), typical 8-9 GB/s (compressed) Will NVMe SSD slot expandable storage PS5 will support USB HDD external storage for
PS4 games Does the PlayStation 5 have a 4k blu-ray drive? Yes, really. The PS5 can play its 4k blu-rays to make a cinematic experience. At first it was not confirmed, and it was assumed that the console will simply have an optical drive, but do not worry that it will come! In fact, the PS5 event revealed that there will be two options at
launch: one PS5 console with an Ultra HD Blu-ray disc drive and another Digital Edition without a disc drive. In this battle against the new Xbox, it makes sense to suggest both-Xbox Series X will have a 4k drive to drive too, while the Xbox Series S will be digital only. The PlayStation 5 will also support 8k videos, although many of us will
have to wait for our TV to catch up before we benefit from it. What features does the PS5 have? While Sony has released PS5 specifications throughout its technical fame, they have also gone into detail as it will translate into a better game. The main features of the PS5: Ultra-high-speed SSD integrated custom I/O system Custom AMD
GPU- with ray tracking 3D sound What ultra-high speed SSD and integrated custom I/O system together provide much faster loading and pace when moving through the game. Larger worlds have shorter load times, which means that new games can be created with richer details and fewer size or scale restrictions. When it comes to a
custom AMD GPU with ray tracking, PlayStation claims that the extra gpu power will increase gaming resolution during the game. On the other hand, tracking rays will improve the movement of light on the screen and through the symbols, which means that elements such as water and glass will look extremely realistic. 3D audio was
designed to immerse players in action, hearing elements in different places, including even behind you – even without high-end speakers. What a combination of these features ultimately means, according to the PlayStation 5 website, is that developers will be able to start by building a wide range of worlds and new gaming experiences
for the games they design, in addition to the same scale like previous models. This should provide a much richer and more panoramic gaming experience in general. What is a PS5 DualSense controller like? Modern-looking, immersive, wireless and no headphones are your best achievements in the new DualSense controller. The new
PS5 DualSense controller relies on the benefits of the current DualShock controller. Sony's new PlayStation key is a truly immersive gaming experience idea and the new design controller should provide a much greater sense of touch. According to Sony's examples, this means that you will be able to feel the slow grittiness while driving a
car through the mud and experience tension in actions, such as drawing a bow to shoot the arrow. DualSense controller Sony DualShock 4's Share button has been changed create button-to-top is a way for players to create epic game content to share with the world, or just enjoy themselves. There is also a built-in microphone, which will
mean that players can easily jump into conversations and get out of them, not necessarily need headphones. This is, of course, wireless too and as you charge it, a one hour charge will give you six hours of play. The Argentine-based company, called Evzen, also shared some photos of the Instagram widget from close range and shows
not only printed, iconic, characters on the buttons, but also engraved throughout the controller. There are also rumors that a controller can be designed to recognize you based on how you hold it. We don't expect this to be shown at launch time, but it will be a pretty nifty update if it ever comes along. What games are available on the PS5?
The PS5 event on Thursday, June 11 revealed more confirmed PS5 games coming to the console. Some of the most eagerly awaited PS5 games revealed include Godfall, Spider-Man: Miles Morales, Horizon Forbidden West, Oddworld: Soulstorm, Resident Evil 8, Demon's Souls, Grand Theft Auto V, Hitman 3 and Gran Turismo 7. Read
the full list of approved PS5 games and rumors. As for whether you will be able to upgrade games ps4 to a new console that is the case- certain games at least. The recently revealed box art of Immortals Fenyx Rising, formerly Gods and Monsters, suggests that there will actually be something you can do, which should be reassuring to
those who are worried they may have to fork for the same game twice when they invest in the PS5. Which PS5 games will be available to start? I wonder which PS5 games can you get your hands on as soon as the console comes out? After the Sony PS5 event, we now know the following names expected in 2020: Spider-Man: Miles
Morales Oddworld: Soulstorm Godfall NBA 2K21 Bugsnax Deathloop Will PS5 play PS4 games? For those who have sunk a major investment in PS4 games on their existing consoles, it may be a relief to know that you won't have to chuck them all when your shiny new PS5 finally arrives as ps5 backlink compatibility has been disclosed.
PlayStation has stated that the vast majority of current PS4 games (of which there are more than 4000) will be able to be played on the new PS5. You can also get a Disney + PS4 as well. However, any new PlayStation release that will come out when the PS5 is here will only be available for the new console, although Miles Morales will
be on the PS4 too. See the best PS4 and PS4 Pro deals and game packages now. PS5 accessories expect to have a lot more in your shopping cart if you want to have everything the new PlayStation has to offer. There is a double shock charging station, pulse 3D wireless headphones, a fancy-looking media remote control that matches
the console design, and an HD camera. Expect more to come too! As for the remote control, playstation seems to be more prone to the media aspect of the console than before, as these features are designed to broadcast live on services such as Disney+, Netflix, Spotify and YouTube. So you can go straight from shooting a wave of
enemies to watch the Jungle Book at the touch of a button. PlayStation 5 VR: Will it be PSVR compatible? Yes, it will! Sony said it is moving more into VR with the PS5. No mention of headphones is made yet, but we will register you. The best PS4 game and accessory offers gossip PS5 games look like they won't perform until the end of
the year, there is plenty of time to fill your current console and loads of games to get your hands on. Plus, here's where to buy the PS4 and PS4 consoles now. You can also watch big trade events like Black Friday and Cyber Monday for games and console offerings. Star Wars Jedi Fallen Order Buy now for £27.00 - was £49.99 Final
Fantasy VII Remake Buy now for £29.97 - was £49.99 FIFA 20 Buy now for £17.99 - was £21.99 PS4 Dualshock4 Wireless Controller - Glacier White Buy now for £44.99 from a stake in The Gioteck TX-30 Headset Buy now for £17.99 - was £19.99 Wreckfest Buy now for £22.99 - was £34.99 at £34.99
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